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Q1:  

They need to develop a new frame work for all forms of communication, one that can be used for all 

entertainment mediums. 

Q2:  

To properly classify subject mediums so people have a informed choice on all ranges of topics 

Q3:  

From a classification point of view it shouldn't matter what medium content is viewed from. However 

the internet makes classification next to impossible and should be exempt of classification. 

Q4:  

Online content suck as IPhone apps are so many and are mostly made overseas, it would be a 

unfathomable task to classify them all. Lucky most apps are self classified and the new framework of 

classification should incorporate this. 

Q5:  

Potential impact of content should never be taken into account, the content should just be classified. 

Content designed for children is not just games, many computer and console games are designed for 

the adult gamer in mind. 

Q6:  

Why would the size or market position make it any more or less exempt from classification?? 

Q7:  

NEVER! 

Q8:  

NEVER! but there is self regulation and warnings on the front covers anyways. 

Q9:  

NEVER! 

Q10:  

Never in public or at the home. 

Q11:  

That fact that adults ARE adults and that they can make their own choice to view/purchase/play what 

they want. 



Q12:  

Q13:  

The parents should be monitoring what they're doing, just like when they take their children to the 

park, they watch over them to make sure they're safe. why should the internet be any different? 

Q14:  

It's controlled fine just now, the way kids get access to them is by the parents not doing their 

responsibility as parents. 

Q15:  

When purchasing the said item. 

Q16:  

To classify only, not to judge the content itself. 

Q17:  

Yes as the industry would know from the beginning what market they're creating for, it won't be case 

of creating something and hope it passes. 

Q18:  

Sexual related content and fetish content should all be lumped into one classification group. Sexual 

education primarily used for teaching children at school are exempt. 

Q19:  

Small Independent Music, Games, Computer Games, Videos, Artwork, Photography, Literature, 

Drama, Play, and Expression should all be exempt. 

Q20:  

Generally the existing classification categories work, but they need to be uniform across all forms of 

media. 

Q21:  

R18+ for games needs to be a new category. X-Rated needs to be reclassified. M and M15+ should 

be merged to just M15+ 

Q22:  

The Classification marking are fine as they are, just make them uniform across all media types. 

Computer Games should not stop at M15+ 

Q23:  

Yes they should 

Q24:  

Nothing should be prohibitive online. 



Q25:  

Nothing should be prohibitive online. 

Q26:  

Yes it makes it easier to understand. it should be promoted with a TV advertising campaign  

Q27:  

Q28:  

Q29:  

A majority vote of 5 votes of 7 votes should be used instead of the uniamous decision of the board. 

One person objecting a veto if you will makes the whole democratic process fail. the only solution is a 

majority vote not a minority veto. 

Other comments:  

How the classification board judges content should be a majority vote of 5 votes of 7 votes should be 

used instead of the uniamous decision of the board. One person objecting a veto if you will makes the 

whole democratic process fail. the only solution is a majority vote not a minority veto. 

 

minorities are not the majority no matter how much spin they put on it and everyone I've talked to 

supports the reclassification scheme. 


